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Can you imagine going an
entire day without using
a computer? People use
technology every day to
communicate. Due to the
world’s increased need for
communication tools, the
demand for technicians is
greater than ever. Someone
has to be able to program
the computers, network
computers so they work
together, design new
software, and even repair
computers. You could be
one of these in-demand
people. Turn the page to
read more about this
explosive industry!

DECODE THIS
COMPUTER LANGUAGE
Directions: Use the key below to decode different jobs you could get in the world of Information Technology.

Answers: 1) Computer Programmer, 2) Database Administrator, 3) Support Specialist,
4) Network Systems Administrator, 5) Computer Repairer

COMPUTER
TERMINOLOGY
Regardless of the career you choose, it is important to know the terms and vocabulary needed to be
successful in your career field. Here is a chance to test your knowledge of today’s computer terminology.
Directions: Draw a line to match the word on the left with its definition on the right.
1) Database

A. the smallest piece of information used by the computer

2) Server

B. a picture symbol for a program, file or folder

3) Bit

C. to transfer data from one computer to another

4) Hard Drive

D. an error that causes a program to behave in an unexpected way

5) Icon

E. to start up a computer

6) CPU

F. an electronic list of information that can be sorted and/or searched

7) Bug

G. the data storage device of a computer

8) Boot

H. the central computer in a network that sends and receives data

9) Font

I. the electronic microchip that is the “brains” of a computer

10) Download

J. the form of type that contains the characters of an alphabet or other
letterforms

Answers: 1)→F, 2)→H, 3)→A, 4)→G, 5)→B,
6)→I, 7)→D, 8)→E, 9)→J, 10)→C

COMPUTER LANGUAGES
Computer programmers need to know several different types of computer languages, called computer code.
For computers it all comes down to numbers - 0 and 1 to be exact. That’s right, languages for computers get
broken down into 0 and 1!
Languages have their own symbols. The alphabet is a perfect example. The alphabet is different symbols
that represent different sounds. Now it is your turn to create your own symbols in place of the alphabet (just
like in the previous activity). Once you have created your own code of symbols, use it to write a message to
a classmate.
Some ideas to help:
• Use the first activity in this booklet as a helpful guide.
• Try different symbols before settling on the best one.
• Make a good key for people to refer to.
• Work in groups so you can share ideas.
• Be creative!
If you enjoyed these activities, here are some careers you should explore!
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Computer Programmer
Computer Repair Person
Computer Systems Administrator
Data Entry Specialist
Desktop Publisher
Network Administrator
Network Designer
Office Manager/Secretary
Record Clerk
Software Engineer
Support Specialist
Telecommunication Specialist

Where can I find more information?

CTE.com

Here are some other resources to learn more about Information & Communication
Technologies careers:
http://whodouwant2b.com/student/pathways/information-technology
Who Do You Want to Be gives pathway-specific information including video
interviews, wage information, and additional resources.
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